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The magnificent prints of Ernst Haeckel, who captured the amazing forms of the natural world,

spring to life in this exciting pop-up book that reveals the vibrant intricacy of his work. The book Art

Forms in Nature is a collection of prints, made by the scientist Ernst Haeckel, of an enormous

variety of flora andfauna from the seaâ€“including microscopic Radiolaria, starfish,and jelly fish.

Since Prestel published it in 1998, the book hasbeen a favorite with artists, designers, illustrators,

and anyonewho enjoys the wondrous forms of the natural world. Nowpaper engineer Maike

Biederstaedt has transformed Haeckelâ€™stranscendent work into a three-dimensional book that

allowsreaders to appreciate Haeckelâ€™s vivid colors, exceptionalprecision, and fascination with

patterns and geometry. Thisstunning book features seven pop-ups that allow readers tosee

natureâ€™s brilliance the way that Haeckel didâ€”as marvelous,mathematically based creations that

support his theory of theunity of all living things. Certain to appeal to his huge variety offans, this

pop-up version of a timeless classic will be treasuredfor years to come.
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Maike Biederstadt is a pop-up designer, illustrator and paper engineer, who lives in Berlin.

She loved this and it didn't bother her that there was not a description on each page, I honestly



would think it would take away from the beauty of the book.

Beautifully designed and informative.

Quite pretty! I gave it to my nephew as a birthday gift, but it was an instant favourite with the whole

family. It now is on permanent display on the coffetable and the lack of storyline was highly

appreciated. Instead there were educational inquiries into the different organisms and made up

storylines in the evening...

Very pretty, elaborate pop-ups! I just wish there were words or side stories in the margins.

It was so enjoyed by one grandson that I ordered it for another!

no words, great illustrations, but no words

beautiful pictures

This is a beautiful book but the engineering has problems. The first time I looked at the book two of

the pop-ups tore.. The page with the jelly fish, shown on the cover and the last pop-up with the sea

anemones. I have repaired pop-up books before so I figured out how to make it work. I used manila

files for the paper and colored markers for color, I used Elmer's glue and paper clips tohold things in

place until the glue was dry.I spent about 4 hours making the repairs. I was tempted to return it but

the illustrations are so beautiful I wanted to keep it if I could repair it. So if you want to do some

repair to ripped pop-ups, or don"t care if those two pop-ups rip when you open the page, it's a

gorgeous book.
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